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Abstract In this review I ®rst compile data for the
worldwide position of climate-driven alpine treelines.
Causes for treeline formation are then discussed with a
global perspective. Available evidence suggests a com-
bination of a general thermal boundary for tree growth,
with regionally variable ``modulatory'' forces, including
the presence of certain taxa. Much of the explanatory
evidence found in the literature relates to these mod-
ulatory aspects at regional scales, whereas no good ex-
planations emerged for the more fundamental global
pattern related to temperature per se, on which this re-
view is focused. I hypothesize that the life form ``tree'' is
limited at treeline altitudes by the potential investment,
rather than production, of assimilates (growth as such,
rather than photosynthesis or the carbon balance, being
limited). In shoots coupled to a cold atmosphere, meri-
stem activity is suggested to be limited for much of the
time, especially at night. By reducing soil heat ¯ux
during the growing season the forest canopy negatively
a�ects root zone temperature. The lower threshold
temperature for tissue growth and development appears
to be higher than 3°C and lower than 10°C, possibly in
the 5.5±7.5°C range, most commonly associated with
seasonal means of air temperature at treeline positions.
The physiological and developmental mechanisms
responsible have yet to be analyzed. Root zone
temperature, though largely unknown, is likely to be
most critical.
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Introduction

Treelines, wherever they occur, at thermal, drought,
waterlogging, nutritional or salt stress gradients, repre-

sent an abrupt transition in life form dominance; they
are lines beyond which massive single stems and tall
crowns either cannot be developed, become una�ord-
able, or are disadvantageous. Depending on the
dominant environmental driver, the structural and
physiological causes for such life-form transitions will
di�er. The high-altitude forest boundary, here termed
``alpine treeline'' for consistency with older terminology,
is possibly the best known and most studied of all
distribution boundaries of trees, but still awaits a con-
clusive functional explanation that applies across the
non-arid mountains of the world. In this contribution I
will ®rst illustrate the global patterns of alpine treeline
position and their relationship to climate, and will then
discuss approaches towards their mechanistic interpre-
tation. Situations where treelines are signi®cantly lower
than the climate-driven boundary (e.g. because of hu-
man land use, including ®re) are excluded from this
analysis as far as possible, but will be discussed brie¯y.
Unlike previous attempts, this review does not account
for regional pecularities and the ®ne-tuning of any par-
ticular alpine treeline, but adopts a rather coarse and
global perspective, with functional explanations of
treeline elevation not expected to match the actual
treeline position any better than �100 m in elevation
(i.e. the full range of reported postglacial treeline oscil-
lations at local scales; cf. Rochefort et al. 1994).

Conventions

For practical reasons, a ``tree'' in the current context is
de®ned as an upright woody plant with a dominant
above-ground stem that reaches a height of at least 3 m,
independently of whether reproduction occurs or not.
This height ensures that such a tree would have its crown
closely coupled to prevailing atmospheric conditions and
protrude from deep snow where snow occurs. The de®-
nition of a ``line'' is more subtle, because, as formulated
so elegantly by Armand (1992), ``any natural boundary
is in reality a transition zone, which has its own two
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boundaries. They are, in turn, also transition zones with
their own boundaries, and so on endlessly. So localiza-
tion of a natural border is in principle inexact and
therefore determined by convention''. Most people
would intuitively agree about the position of the forest
boundary when it is viewed from an airplane at great
distance, but would strongly disagree when faced with
the local situation on the ground.

What are useful conventions? There are several in
use. The upper ``limit'' of the closed forest has been
called the ``timberline'', but ``closure'' rarely ends
abruptly, nor does it always require logs of ``timber'' size
to establish a forest. A commoner situation is a gradual
decline of tree size and opening of the canopy. The up-
per limit of the occurrence of tree species, i.e. the
uppermost outposts of individuals in the ``kampfzone'' is
another approach, but this ``tree species limit'' may
con¯ict with the de®nition of tree given above or put too
much weight on peculiar microhabitat conditions (in the
case of isolated tree outposts). The ``treeline'' (or ``for-
estline'') takes a middle position (preferred here) and
roughly marks a line connecting the highest patches of
forest within a given slope or series of slopes of similar
exposure. This de®nition corresponds to the one used by
Brockmann-Jerosch (1919) and DaÈ niker (1923) in their
classical monographs on treeline biology of the Alps,
and it is the de®nition used by Hermes (1955) in his
global survey. Since timberline and treeline are coupled
boundaries the fundamental mechanisms causing their
general position should be similar. While forestline
would terminologically be more adequate, I retain tree-
line because this term is in wide use and has become
selfexplanatory.

The term ``subalpine'' is avoided here intentionally,
to avoid what LoÈ ve (1970) has described as follows:
``one can only sadly state that utter confusion reigns,
and it is almost necessary to know where, geographi-
cally, and to which ``school'' the discussant belongs in
order to make sense out of chaos and misunderstand-
ing''. A logical de®nition would be the transition zone
(``ecocline'') between the upper limit of the closed
montane forest (the timberline?), and the tree species line
(i.e. the beginning of the treeless alpine zone), but not
everybody might agree on that. Subalpine parkland is
another plausible term for this transition zone (Roche-
fort et al. 1994). In central Europe closed forests, several
hundreds of meters below the treeline, are often termed
subalpine, which would correspond to what is called
upper montane forest in other parts of the world.

Current altitudinal positions of climatic treelines

A large number of authors have described the worldwide
positions of treelines (for instance Troll 1973; Wardle
1974; Franz 1979; Baumgartner 1980; Arno 1984). His-
torical trends have recently been reviewed by Rochefort
et al. (1994). For tropical and subtropical mountains
reviews have been published by Ohsawa (1990), Miehe

and Miehe (1994) and Leuschner (1996). However, the
most extensive quantitative analysis so far is that of
Hermes (1955) who published his results in a local geo-
graphical report and in German, which may be why it has
not received the attention it deserves. The following
discussion leans heavily on the large data set of Hermes,
which also includes snowline elevations. The snowline
provides a purely physics-driven reference (Troll 1961), a
thermal boundary which connects points above which
the ground remains snow-covered for most of the year
and precipitation falls as snow (approximately the ele-
vation of the 0°C isotherm of the warmest month).

After carefully checking the large data set of Hermes
(1955) I decided to eliminate four treeline and ®ve
snowline entries either because they were unrealistic
when compared to other entries from the same region or
because they referred to extremely windy and maritime
climates (Scotland, 56°N, and coastal Norway, 62°N)
with depressed treeline altitudes. However, the inclusion
of these few points would not have changed the con-
clusion. The peculiarity of such ``island treelines'' will be
discussed in a separate paragraph. Only a few numbers
needed to be corrected based on my own observations,
and four treeline altitudes, for the Sierra Nevada and
White Mountains of California, the Rocky Mountains
of Colorado and the Sangre de Cristo Mountains of
New Mexico were added, because this region of the
world was missing in Hermes' analysis. Finally the data
set was completed by 26 numbers for treeline altitudes
from Wardle (1974, again disregarding the special group
of small oceanic islands). The resultant 120 data pairs
for treeline and snowline plus 30 individual treeline
numbers (i.e. a total of 150 treeline entries) were used for
the polynomial regression analysis shown in Fig. 1.

In considering Fig. 1, one has to account for two
points. First, Hermes, in his terminology, listed data for
timberline and not treeline (see discussion under con-
ventions). However, from reading his de®nition, it seems
that he used criteria closer to treeline as de®ned above
(he speaks of ``groups of trees of 3 to 5 m high''), but it
is possible that for some regions his mean altitudes rank

Fig. 1 The latitudinal position of treeline and snowline taken from a
worldwide survey by Hermes (1955), supplemented by data from
various other sources
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somewhere between timberline and treeline, i.e. may be
50±100 m lower than treeline as de®ned here. Second,
Hermes (except for Alaska) did not di�erentiate humid
and cooler coastal slopes (commonly with lower limits)
from drier and warmer inland slopes (with higher limits),
causing a great deal of the altitudinal scatter at each
latitude seen in Fig. 1.

A linear regression of the treeline altitude/latitude
relationship in the northern hemisphere between 70° and
45°N yields a change in treeline altitude of 75 m per
degree of latitude. Over the whole temperate-subtropical
transition (50±30°N) the slope is 130 m per degree of
latitude. The lower slope at higher latitudes agrees with
the analysis of Malyshev (1993), who found a range
between 70 m and 90 m for various transects in northern
Asia. Adopting a worldwide perspective these patterns
suggest that:

1. There is no strict correlation between the altitude of
the alpine treeline and latitude, even if one takes ac-
count of the thermal equator being 6±7° north of the
geographical equator. There is a steep, almost linear
increase of treeline altitude in the temperate zone
with the maximum altitude reached in the subtropics
at 32° northern and 20° southern latitude. Over a
range of 50° across the equator treeline position does
not change signi®cantly with latitude. The highest
treeline elevations are not found at the equator, but in
the northern subtropics.

2. The variation around the latitude-speci®c mean is
small in the southern hemisphere (e.g. the north-to-
south cordilleras of South America, the mountains of
Indonesia and New Zealand), and is large in the
northern hemisphere where the bulk of mountain
masses is situated in continental areas. For instance,
at 40°N treeline elevations vary between 2100 and
3700 m altitude. In the Alps alone, at 47°N, the range
is 1600±2300 m over short distances. Climatic factors
not closely related to latitude must have a strong
in¯uence on treeline formation.

3. The above biological trends run parallel to physical
trends represented by the snowline. The snowline, just
like the treeline, does not vary signi®cantly over the
same 50° span of lower latitudes. The combination of
these two data sets suggests a common physical
driver for snowline and treeline across the globe.

Treeline-climate relationships

Any discussion of vegetation-climate relationships
su�ers from three fundamental problems, namely (1)
auto-correlation between di�erent climate factors, (2)
averaging procedures, and (3) from the uncertainty of
whether present or past climates are re¯ected in the
current patterns. After considering these problems, I will
discuss two questions: does the worldwide distribution
of treelines follow a common thermal boundary and if
so, which? What explains the intrazonal variation and
the pan tropical plateauing of treelines?

Auto-correlation

At the same altitude, lower latitude is associated with
higher mean temperatures, lower seasonal amplitudes of
temperature, longer duration of the growing period,
larger diurnal amplitudes of temperatures, higher solar
angles and peak radiation, often decreasing cloudiness
and precipitation/evaporation ratios. In the case of
the alpine treeline all these components of the climate
are important, even if one of them, as for instance a
particular mean temperature, shows a good correlation
with treeline position.

Means are generally problematic

This will be discussed below in more detail, but often this
is the only information available. It is not helpful for an
understanding of the treeline phenomenon to state that
``everything matters'', that all climatic factors must be
considered, climatic means cannot be used, and so on,
instead of carefully analyzing what is available. Existing
data should allow us to rank the importance of environ-
mental factors and pinpoint the key ones to a ®rst ap-
proximation, even if some other determinants may also
sometimes be important. It is also critical to make a dis-
tinction between gradual climatic in¯uences (e.g. de-
creasing carbon gain, slower growth) and threshold
e�ects (e.g. freezing damage, interruption of cell division).

Past rather than current climates
may have determined treelines

Because of the long life span of many treeline-forming
tree species and the resilience of established forest
communities to environmental changes, substantial
temporal separation between climate and treeline posi-
tion is to be anticipated. Ives (1978) states: ``to relate
natural timberlines in Colorado to climatic parameters
of the twentieth century will have an air of unreality in
face of the trees' ability to persist through perhaps sev-
eral thousand years''. The Methuselahs of treeline trees
Ives refers to are quite rare, but one to a few hundred
years of climatic carry-over stored in today's treelines is
plausible. However, from what is known today, treelines
have ¯uctuated during the past 10 000 years much less
(<200 m) than might have been expected from histori-
cal climatic change, and current treelines are only a little
depressed (<100 m in the temperate zone) compared to
the post-glacial maximum (e.g. Zukrigl 1975; Bort-
enschlager 1977, 1993; Wijmstra 1978; Scuderi 1987;
Ives and Hansen-Bristow 1983; Schweingruber 1987;
Rochefort et al. 1994; Graumlich and Brubaker 1995).
Similar observations have been made in the Arctic (Scott
et al. 1987b). Also in the Andes, available evidence from
pollen in lake sediments suggests that the treeline was
never more than 200 m higher than today (Lauer 1988).

The above aspects constrain local explanations of
treelines, but on a global scale, they will only increase
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the noise around an overall relatedness to climatic
drivers (which we seek here) and, perhaps, introduce
some systematic ``error'' (lags) with respect to global
climate trends. One additional di�culty is that climate
data and treeline positions are hardly ever published
together, and climate recording stations are commonly
not where natural treelines are. Adequate data for solar
radiation are non-existent for treelines of most parts of
the world. Fortunately temperatures of tree crowns near
treeline are relatively close to air temperatures (Caldwell
1970; Grace 1977; Goldstein et al. 1994; James et al.
1994), and soil temperatures also tend to be closer to
mean air temperatures under trees than under treeless
vegetation, which experiences radiative warming (Wini-
ger 1981; KoÈ rner et al. 1986; Miehe and Miehe 1994).
Though usually better coupled to the atmosphere than
low stature vegetation Grace (1988), dense tree canopies
at treeline, may still warm up by 1±2 K compared to air
temperature (e.g. annual mean for the Alps of +1.8 K
reported by Gross 1989; +2 K for July in the Rocky
Mountains of Wyoming by Hadley and Smith 1987),
and larger mean deviations have been reported for
bright periods (Gross 1989; Goldstein et al. 1994). Short
term maxima of leaf to air temperature di�erences under
clear sky conditions may exceed �5 K (Tranquillini
1963; Smith and Carter 1988; Gross 1989; negative de-
viations during the night). However, this is not speci®c
to treelines but is true everywhere, and James et al.
(1994) concluded that thermal coupling of conifer shoots
with ambient air is in fact higher at high altitude.

Air temperature of the warmest month

Since the 19th century alpine treelines have repeatedly
been stated to coincide with a mean air temperature of
the warmest month of about 10°C (for references see
Brockmann-Jerosch 1919; Daubenmire 1954; Holtmeier
1974; Grace 1977). From the data I have extracted from
various sources and plotted in Fig. 2 (uppermost line) it
seems this is a temperate-zone perspective on the world.
For instance, the treeline on Mt. Wilhelm in New
Guinea at 3850 m (5°S) lies at a mean air temperature of
only 5.6°C (there is only a 0.3 K ``seasonal'' variation).
Similarly low mean temperatures apply to climatic
treelines in the afro-alpine and tropical-andean climate
(Miehe and Miehe 1994; climate data from Rundel
1994). According to Wardle (1971, his Table 1) the
treeline in the Craigieburn Range in New Zealand
(1300 m, 43°S) matches the 11.6°C isotherm for the
warmest month, i.e. twice the value for New Guinea. In
the Scottish Cairngorms (58°N) Pinus sylvestris grows
up to 600 m altitude with a July mean of c. 11.4°C
(Grace 1977). Ohsawa (1990) lists numbers for Hokk-
aido which suggest a warmest month mean for the
1600 m treeline of 12.4°C, similar to the 13°C reported
by Takahashi (1944) for the birch treeline at 2350 m in
the Hida Mountains. In the central, more ``continental''
part of the Alps, the mean air temperature of the

warmest month measured right at the treeline at 2100 m
(47°N) for 6 consecutive years is 9.5°C (Aulitzky 1961),
close to Daubenmire's ®gures for the Rocky Mountains.
Finally a subarctic example: the upper limit of the birch
forest (not its krummholz-form) at c. 680 m altitude in
Northern Sweden (68°N) coincides with a mean air
temperature of the warmest month of 10.5°C. The mean
for the arctic treeline in Siberia is 11.2°C (Malyshev
1993).

The ``warmest month'' rule systematically overesti-
mates the actual temperatures during the growing sea-

Fig. 2 Temperatures at alpine treelines for various latitudes (sites for
which the seasonal course of temperature was available). Upper line:
mean air temperature of the warmest month. Middle line: mean air
temperature for the growing season, for sites north of 28° latitude
calculated by averaging monthly means for May, June, July, August
and September. Lowest line: seasonal mean air temperatures for
extremely high altitude patches of forest (``forest outposts''). Data
points for one mountain area are connected by vertical lines. Where
interpolations were necessary, the regional seasonal adiabatic laps rate
was used (between 0.45 and 0.6 K/100 m). Treeline sites and altitude
(extreme): 0 East-slope Ecuador, 3800 m; 1 Kilimanjaro (3950 m); 2
Mt. Wilhelm, New Guinea 3850 m (4100 m); 3 Bale Mountains,
Ethiopia 4000 m (4100 m, only rough estimates of temperature); 4
Venezuelan Andes 3300 m (4200 m); 5 Polylepis record, N. Chile
(4900 m); 6 Khumbu Himal (Everest region) 4200 m (4420 m, both
altitudes for sunny slopes, 200 m less on shade slopes, hence the
arrow); 7 White Mountains, California 3600 m; 8 Rocky Mountains
front range, Colorado 3550 m (3900 m); 9 Tyrolean central Alps,
2100 m (upper point) and mean for three additional treeline locations
between 1800 and 2100 in the Swiss Alps (2500 m); 10 Rocky
Mountains, Alberta 2400 m; 11Northern Scandes, Abisko, N. Sweden
650 m(750 m). Islandmountains not considered in the lines ®tted to the
data: 12 Maua Kea, Hawaii 3000 m; 13 Craigieburn Range, New
Zealand 1300 m; 14Cairngorms, Scotland 600 m. Data for the coastal
Mt. Rainier near Seattle range were halfway between the island and
mainland data, but were omitted for clarity. Compiled from data by
Arno (1984); Aulitzky (1961); Goldstein et al. (1994); Grace (1977);
Hermes (1955); Hnatiuk et al. (1976); Lauer (1988); Lauscher (1976/
1977);Miehe (1989);Miehe andMiehe (1994);Rundel (1974); Sonesson
and Hoogesteger (1983); Troll (1973); Wardle (1971,1974)
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son. Since growth tends to be much more sensitive to
temperature than photosynthesis (KoÈ rner and Larcher
1988; KoÈ rner and Pelaez Menendez-Riedl 1989; see also
below) and because most of the expansion growth out-
side the tropics and subtropics occurs early in the season
when temperatures are still low, this temperature is also
of limited physiological relevance. Accordingly, the very
detailed analysis of the latitudinal variation of the upper
treeline in northern Asia by Malyshev (1993) showed
that temperatures exceeding 0 or 5°C are clearly more
e�ective overall than temperatures exceeding 10°C. El-
lenberg (1963) had already suggested counting the days
with means of air temperature above 5°C, and he found
that 100 days ®tted treeline positions in the Alps much
better than warmest month means. Various other au-
thors have found measures of treeline temperature to
correlate better with treeline position when temperatures
below +5°C are ignored (e.g. sums of monthly mean
temperatures above 5°C; Ohsawa 1990). Aulitzky (1961)
reported that )5 cm soil temperature exceeds 5°C for
128 days at the treeline of the central Alps in Tirol, but
climatic data permitting such an analysis are hard to
obtain for other regions.

Temperatures for whole growing seasons

Only a few treeline temperatures for whole growing
seasons were found, and they show a much smaller dis-
crepancy between treeline temperatures across latitudes
(lower thick line in Fig. 2). While warmest-month tem-
peratures on average di�er by c. 5 K between temperate
and tropical treelines, seasonal means di�er by only 1 K.
With more detailed information on diurnal courses of
temperature variation it may turn out that this remaining
di�erence is due to the greater weight of nighttime tem-
peratures in the calculation of means for the tropical
treelines compared to high latitudes where nights are
shorter during the growing period than in the tropics.
Since most plant temperature responses are non-linear,
means composed of diurnally fairly constant tempera-
tures, as in the case of arctic-alpine treelines, compared
with numerically identical means, resulting from a wide
diurnal amplitude, as in the tropics, di�er in their bio-
logical meaning. If metabolic processes such as mito-
chondrial respiration with their exponential temperature
response are related to the treeline phenomenon (see
Dahl 1986), one would indeed expect higher arithmetic
mean temperatures for treelines at higher latitudes. This
discussion illustrates the di�culties in using means when
biological processes are being considered. A careful lat-
itudinal comparison of treeline climates based on the
frequency distribution of hourly means of temperatures
or temperature sums could clarify the situation.

Treelines on oceanic islands and forest outposts

These do not ®t the overall pattern. The ®rst tend to
occur at much higher mean air temperatures, whereas

the latter can occur at much lower mean air tempera-
tures. The season means for the Cairngorms in Scotland
and for Mauna Kea in Hawaii are at least 3 K above
those of the mainland mountains, which must be related
to the maritime climate (Wardle 1974; Leuschner 1996).
A missing ``Massenerhebungse�ekt'' (Barry 1992) cannot
be stressed here, because we are considering actual
temperatures and not altitudes, although e�ective organ
temperatures may di�er from air temperatures. Higher
wind speeds (tighter atmospheric coupling, Grace 1977)
and greater cloudiness may be one explanation; the use
of means of a fairly bu�ered island climate compared to
means of oscillating climates (see above) is another one.

Forest patches at elevations above what is commonly
believed to be the ``proper'' climatic treeline are more
di�cult to explain (lowest line in Fig. 2). They do occur
in all parts of the world. For instance, in the Swiss Alps
near Zermatt groups of ``proper'' Pinus cembra trees can
be found on rocky outcrops as high as 2500 m, 200±
300 m above the treeline. Holtmeier and Broll (1992)
describe tree islands c. 400 m above the treeline in the
Rocky Mountains. Miehe (1989) reports 20-cm-diame-
ter, 3.5-m-tall Juniperus recurva trees for the Mt. Everest
region at 4420 m altitude, several hundred meters above
the line of more continuous tree occurrence in the
Central Himalayas. According to Troll (1973) groups of
conifer trees reach 4600 m altitude in eastern Tibet, and
Polylepis tomentella trees are found in northern Chile at
altitudes between 4800 and 4900 m (Hermes 1955; Troll
1973). In Venezuela Polylepis sericea stands are found
up to 4200 m, i.e. 900 m above the ``o�cial'' treeline
(Goldstein et al. 1994), and form impressive forests at
4100 m.

The global approach of Miehe and Miehe (1994) to
an understanding of the ``outpost problem'' appears to
support the hypothesis of Ellenberg (1958) that some
of these forest outposts are remnants in an otherwise
deforested landscape due to centuries or millennia of
human land use by grazing and ®re, i.e. not the result of
particularly sheltered, warm habitats. Goldstein et al.
(1994) report an analysis of 256 Polylepis stands in
Venezuela by H. Arnal in which no preference of slope
orientation to the sun was found, which contradicts a
widespread supposition. Beaman (1962) also found no
exposure e�ect (north versus south) on treeline elevation
in Mexico. In the case of the Polylepis stands, but also in
Pinus cembra in the Alps and P. hartwegii on the
Mexican volcanoes (personal observation) the ``shelter
hypothesis'' and the ``remnant hypothesis'' may ®nd a
common denominator in the ground structure: the block
®elds on which high altitude forest patches are com-
monly found prevent ®re from spreading because of a
lack of a continuous cover of fuel (dry grass). As grazing
land these block ®elds are not very useful, but for
seedlings they may provide some shelter. Once estab-
lished, these forest islands may create an interior climate
which is bu�ered against climatic extremes (cf. Slatyer
and Noble 1992), but again, concrete microclimatolog-
ical data are still missing. Depending on whether one
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favors the ``fossil'' or the ``shelter'' hypothesis, the
treeline re¯ecting today's climate, particularly in the
subtropics and tropics, might or might not be a few
hundred meters higher than we actually see it (the lowest
line in Fig. 2). Assuming a ``true'' treeline position at the
current position of remnants would, however, only be
justi®ed in the case of outpost forests, and should not be
based on the occurrence of isolated trees.

The tropical plateauing of treeline altitudes

It is not conclusively resolved why treelines are highest
in the northern subtropics and are found at lower
altitudes in the humid equatorial tropics. Increasing
precipitation and cloudiness tend to reduce treeline ele-
vation. Ohsawa et al. (1985) concluded that the ``sum-
mer heat'' of higher latitudes is missing in the equatorial
tropics and that the longer ``season'' is not an adequate
substitute for lower growth temperatures. Since these
same factors also cause snowline elevation to decrease,
there appears to be a common climatological reason for
the parallel plateauing of the treeline and snowline
curves in Fig. 1. The best evidence for the positive e�ects
of relatively low moisture supply on treelines are alti-
tudinal records in eastern Tibet and northern Chile
where trees are found growing not too far from 5000 m
altitude under rather dry conditions, compared to the
prevailing treeline altitudes in the humid tropics at or
substantially below 4000 m. Whether reduced solar ra-
diation for photosynthesis or reduced temperatures due
to enhanced cloudiness and less convective warming are
the key is again uncertain. Personally I favour temper-
ature, because there is no convincing evidence that car-
bon assimilation per se is the most limiting component
of tree growth at high altitudes (as will be discussed
below).

Summary of climate-treeline relationships

The warmest-month model is inadequate to predict
treelines worldwide. Growing season means (or, per-
haps, some even better descriptions of integrated bio-
temperature) are more closely correlated with treeline
altitudes across latitudes and range between 5.5 and
7.5°C, which comes close to the 7°C mean for soil
temperatures considered by Walter and Medina (1969),
Walter (1973) and others to coincide with treelines (cf.
Miehe and Miehe 1994). Winiger (1981) arrived at a 8±
9°C range, but his selection of tropical mountains in-
cludes several for which treeline depression by factors
other than climate has been described (e.g. East African
volcanoes, Kinabalu in Borneo). Data compiled by
Kitayama (1992) suggest a mean of 7°C for Kinabalu. A
seasonal mean of 6±7°C is reported by Ohsawa (1990)
for south and east Asia. However, if the uppermost
forest islands are considered to indicate the natural cli-
matic treeline, then the critical temperatures for tropical

and subtropical treelines would be 2.5±5°C (but true
onsite temperatures are missing) which is less than for
such outposts at higher latitudes (5.5±6°C).

In view of the relatively close cross-latitude relation-
ship between the bulk of the current treeline altitudes
and seasonal mean temperatures (independent of the
range of local annual temperature extremes!) a direct
thermal rather then any other explanation of treeline
altitude is the most plausible (Troll 1961). This was also
the conclusion of Brockmann-Jerosch (1919) from his
very detailed analysis of the climatic relationships of
treelines across the Swiss Alps. Physiological reasons
for the 5.5±7.5°C threshold temperature across a wide
spectrum of plant species, belonging to rather di�erent
phylogenetic groups, need to be found.

Accounting for the latitudinal bias of means as dis-
cussed in this section, this rather limited data set pro-
vides no substance for assuming that season length plays
a particular role in determining the worldwide transition
from the high altitude forest to the alpine life zone. Only
long-term micro-meteorological studies, such as those
available for a few temperate zone mountains, will allow
us to substantiate the temperature relationships of the
treelines of the world. It seems that phytogeographic,
and partly also physiological, knowledge has developed
much farther than our knowledge of the actual life
conditions at the treeline ecotones.

Attempts at a functional explanation of treeline

The following ®ve groups of ± partly interrelated ±
mechanisms may dictate the climate driven transition
from forests to the alpine life zone (for references see the
following paragraphs).

1. The stress hypothesis: repeated damage by frost, frost
desiccation or phototoxic e�ects after frost impair
tree growth.

2. The disturbance hypothesis: mechanical damage by
wind, ice blasting, snow break and avalanches or
herbivory and fungal pathogens (often associated
with snow cover) may remove similar or more
biomass or meristems as can be replaced by growth
and development below certain temperatures (see 4
and 5).

3. The reproduction hypothesis: pollination, pollen tube
growth, seed development, seed dispersal, germina-
tion and seedling establishment may be limited and
prevent tree recruitment at higher altitudes.

4. The carbon balance hypothesis: either carbon uptake
or the balance between uptake and loss are insu�cient
to support maintenance andminimum growth of trees.

5. The growth limitation hypothesis: synthetic processes
which lead from sugars and amino acids to the
complex plant body may not match the minimum
rates required for growth and tissue renewal, inde-
pendently of the supply of raw materials (e.g. pho-
toassimilates).
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Alone or in combination type 4 and 5 mechanisms may
lead to insu�cient tissue maturation when the growing
season is short and may, in seasonal climates, sensitize
plants to type 1 and 2 damage or prohibit reproduction.

This suite of explanations of the treeline phenomenon
has largely emerged from observations in certain tem-
perate-zone mountains (Alps, Rocky Mountains). The
question then is, what controls alpine treelines world-
wide between 70°N and 55°S latitude, including all cli-
matic zones, with and without seasons, and across such
di�erent phylogenetic groups as for instance Pinaceae,
Podocarpaceae, Fagaceae, Rosaceae and Ericaceae?
Which of the explanations developed for temperate-zone
conifers would lose power, and which would gain, if one
adopts a global perspective?

Whatever the common, basic mechanism that leads
to the abandonment of massive tree-stems and tall,
closed canopies at a certain altitude, it cannot be asso-
ciated with seasonality, because treelines are also formed
in non-seasonal climates, and, as has been shown above,
at surprisingly similar temperature regimes. In the fol-
lowing I will discuss the potential causes of treeline
formation listed here with a global perspective.

Damage by frost and winter desiccation

Frost damage may contribute to treeline formation.
However, in climates with a thermal season the dan-
gerous period is not the coldest part of the year, when
the frost tolerance of treeline species generally exceeds
environmental demand. Consequently, Brockmann-Jer-
osch (1919) found no correlation between annual ab-
solute minima of air temperature and treeline position in
the Alps, and considering the global distribution of
treelines it is obvious that no such correlation exists at
this largest scale either. Tranquillini (1979) and Larcher
(1985) conclude that frost damage does not threaten
survival of trees in the temperate zone treeline ecotone,
but may contribute to distorted growth by partial inju-
ries (cf. DaÈ niker 1923). At tropical treelines freezing
damage could theoretically occur during clear nights at
any time of the year, but data from A. Sakai for New
Guinea (in Sakai and Larcher 1987) and Larcher (1975)
and Goldstein et al. (1994, p. 142) for Venezuela indicate
that it is rather unlikely that frost damage plays a de-
cisive role in treeline formation.

Winter desiccation is one of the most widely assumed
causes for treeline formation. Damage to needles and
branches can be caused by late winter water losses not
being replaced because of frozen soil or stem bases (Mi-
chaelis 1934; Larcher 1963, 1985; Tranquillini 1979, 1982;
Sowell et al. 1982; Sakai and Larcher 1987; Hadley and
Smith 1990; and many others). The mention of ``winter''
makes it clear that this cannot be a cause for treeline
formation in general (Troll 1961), but it may be a com-
ponent contributing to the ®ne-tuning of treeline position
in some temperate zone mountains. The problem with
winter desiccation is that if damage occurs it will become

only visible much later, and a causal interpretation be-
comes problematic (Larcher 1963; Wardle 1981a). As
suggested by Kerner (1869, p. 41) over a century ago
summer pre-disposition correlates with the degree of
winter desiccation, e.g. because of insu�cient maturation
of leaf cuticles or buds (Baig and Tranquillini 1980;
Tranquillini and Platter 1983; Wardle 1981b). Direct
damage to needle surfaces by winter conditions such as
cuticle abrasion has also been suggested to contribute to
excess moisture loss (Holtmeier 1974; Hadley and Smith
1983; see discussion by Grace 1989).

However, the phenomenon of winter desiccation at
alpine treelines does not seem to be common even within
the temperate zone. No indication or possibility of
winter drought was seen by Sakai (1970) in Pinus syl-
vestris and P. banksiana, by Slatyer (1976) in Eucalyptus
pauci¯ora, by Marchand and Chabot (1978) in Abies
balsamea and Picea mariana, by McCracken et al. (1985)
in Nothofagus solandri, and by Grace (1990) in Pinus
sylvestris. Winter desiccation is mainly observed in
young trees and diminishes with age and size of branches
or trees (Larcher 1963; Marchand and Chabot 1978).
Marchand (1991) went a step further and detached
whole trees and could demonstrate by comparison with
uncut controls that signi®cant water supply from the
root zone does occur in late winter. Hence, winter des-
iccation may be a problem for young trees above the
treeline in some parts of the temperate zone (according
to Tranquillini 1979, it sets the krummholz limit in the
Alps), but cannot explain the worldwide alpine treeline
phenomenon as such.

The published evidence for type 1 and 2 damage in
young individuals above the treeline of certain temper-
ate-zone regions is not questioned here, but in view of
the global patterns illustrated above, and also the
mechanistic explanations discussed below, one is forced
to consider these limitations as regional or zonal, and
``modulatory'' acting on top of more fundamental lim-
itations. Removing these typical temperate-zone, sea-
sonality-related impacts would either not a�ect treeline
position but allow a di�erent, perhaps less abrupt
transition from dense forest to shrubby tree growth, as
often seen in the tropics, or facilitate a minimal advance
of taller trees within the given range of the ecotone
(LaMarche and Mooney 1972). Because treeline re-
search was and still is largely a temperate-zone domain,
the explanatory power of tropical treelines, which are
evidently situated in similar thermal regimes compared
to the growing period of seasonal climates, have largely
been overlooked.

Tissue losses by disturbance

The issue of tissue losses due to mechanical damage, and
snowcover-related browsing and snow mold, has been
controversial, but such losses have rarely been consid-
ered critical for established trees rather than as modu-
lating the chances of regrowth in the Kampfzone or
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krummholz belt (DaÈ niker 1923; SchroÈ ter 1926; Turner
1968; LaMarche and Mooney 1972; Holtmeier 1974;
Frey 1977; Tranquillini 1979; Larcher 1985). Fire is a
most signi®cant modulating agent at some tropical,
subtropical and temperate zone treelines (Lauer and
Klaus 1975; DeBenedetti and Parsons 1979; Beck et al.
1986, Miehe and Miehe 1994; Rochefort et al. 1994;
Ellenberg 1996), but is not a climatic determinant (in the
strict sense).

Seedling establishment

It is not obvious why alpine plants, including many
woody shrubs, should be able to establish seedlings, and
trees should not (once viable seed is locally produced or
brought in). Given the low frequency of successful
seedling establishment events required to form a treeline
forest (Stevens and Fox 1991), and the short distances to
source trees, seed availability also does not appear to
hold the answer (e.g. Griggs 1946), even though it has
been shown that the reproductive success of trees di-
minishes with altitude (e.g. Wardle 1981b; SveinbjoÈ rns-
son et al. 1996) and that competition with low vegetation
plays an important role (e.g. Franklin et al. 1971; Noble
1980; Wardle 1981b; Scott et al. 1987b; Young 1993;
HaÈ ttenschwiler and KoÈ rner 1995). In fact seedlings,
dwarfed trees or krummholz are quite abundant above
the treeline in many parts of the world (though with a
few exceptions, e.g. at ®re-controlled treelines, e.g. Lauer
and Klaus 1975), which itself illustrates that treeline
formation cannot universally be associated with a lack
of viable diaspores (e.g. Griggs 1946; Oswald 1963;
Clausen 1965; Norton and SchoÈ nenberger 1984; Grace
and Norton 1990; Marchand 1991). Accordingly, several
authors have also reported successful attempts of
planting tree seedlings above treeline (e.g. Wardle 1971;
SchoÈ nenberger and Frey 1988; Ferrar et al. 1988).
``Trees are continually invading higher ground beyond
treeline and as regularly are being killed o� '' was the
way Griggs (1946) characterized the situation he ob-
served at the Kodiak Sitka spruce treeline, and Daly and
Shankman (1985) concluded, ``seedling establishment by
conifers above tree limits is occurring on a more than
occasional basis''.

The question is, why do seedling populations above
treeline not develop into a forest, but rather remain
nested in the graminoid or shrubby ground cover or
form crippled scrub? In many cases, particularly at
higher latitudes, hypotheses 1 and 2 can add to the ex-
planation of this phenomenon, but either hypothesis 4 or
5 (discussed below) is likely to gain signi®cance as such
saplings get taller, and one of these is likely to set the
ultimate limit. No doubt, any advance of a treeline
would require seedling survival above the current tree-
line elevation. However, observational evidence suggests
that it is not the seedling life stage, but the subsequent
emergence from the warmer boundary layer near the
ground (or within a shrubby ground cover; see Grace

and Norton 1990, and the discussion by Stevens and Fox
1991) which is decisive for the establishment of a tree.
Seedling establishment is quite responsive to short-term
climatic changes, and recent advances of recruitment
cohorts have been documented for northern Europe
and western North America (reviews by Innes 1991;
Rochefort et al. 1994; see also the discussion by
LaMarche and Mooney 1972). Whether and how fast
this will be followed by a proportional treeline advance
remains to be seen.

The carbon balance

Half a century of leaf gas exchange studies in treeline
trees has revealed no particular disadvantages compared
to low altitudes except for the reduction of the length of
the active period in extra-tropical areas. Many studies
have illustrated the relative insensitivity of photosynthe-
sis in treeline trees to temperature over the range of
predominant daytime ®eld temperatures during the
growing season, because of thermal acclimation and the
broad shape of the photosynthetic temperature response
(e.g. Pisek and Winkler 1958, 1959; Slatyer and Ferrar
1977; HaÈ sler 1982; Goldstein et al. 1994). Rada et al.
(1996) report a highly positive carbon balance of high
Andean Polylepis and conclude that the carbon assimi-
lation machinery is well adapted to life near this tropical
treeline. Substantial rates of photosynthesis have re-
peatedly been measured at 0°C, and a quarter to a half
of maximum rates are reported for +5°C. Modest alti-
tudinal reductions in photosynthetic capacity reported
in the literature disappear in most cases when rates are
expressed by unit leaf area rather than dry mass, because
a dry mass basis re¯ects the well known altitudinal re-
duction of speci®c leaf area (greater fraction of cell wall
material; for literature see KoÈ rner et al. 1986), rather
than a reduction of metabolic activity of protoplasts.

Similarly, much of the divergence seen in the litera-
ture with respect to altitudinal trends in dark respiration
disappears when actual tissue temperatures during rele-
vant periods are considered (Pisek and Winkler 1958; for
leaves only nighttime temperatures are relevant, because
daytime losses are already accounted for by net photo-
synthesis). Comparisons of respiration rates of high- and
low-altitude tissues measured at equal temperatures are
ecologically rather meaningless. Schulze et al. (1967) il-
lustrated that only 2±3 weeks (117 h at maximum rate)
of photosynthesis during summer are required to cover
the total respiratory loss (140 mg CO2 g

)1 dry matter) of
needles in winter at 3100 m altitude in Pinus aristata.
Most recently Wieser (1997) demonstrated that respira-
tory losses during the three coldest months of the winter
in Pinus cembra shoots can be covered by a single day's
carbon gain in the growing season.

In the temperate zone, both the growing season
moisture regime and the nutritional status of needles in
treeline-trees are rather more favourable for photosyn-
thesis than in trees at low elevation, an observation that
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holds for most high altitude vegetation (Tranquillini
1979 pp. 52, 80; KoÈ rner and Mayr 1981; KoÈ rner and
Cochrane 1985; KoÈ rner 1989). Comparative studies in
the Alps by Benecke et al. (1981), in California (Mooney
et al. 1964), Australia (Slatyer 1978) and New Zealand
(Benecke and Havranek 1980) match the picture derived
from Tranquillini's data. Taken together, the available
shoot- and needle-based gas exchange data do not sup-
port the idea that insu�cient photosynthetic activity
during a given growing season, or excess respiratory
losses, and thus a marginal annual shoot carbon bal-
ance, can explain the temperate-zone treeline.

On a whole-plant basis, carbon relations may still be
burdened by tree-speci®c carbon investments. Obviously,
the mean fraction of axial structures decreases stepwise
from the life form tree to shrub and perennial forb ± the
latter representing the dominant life form at highest al-
titudes (KoÈ rner 1994). The altitudinal reduction of the
stem fraction associated with this life form transition
may be unrelated to a carbon balance problem and
simply may re¯ect the reduction in plant size for what-
ever reason. In the ``eternal'' season of a humid tropical
treeline climate the burden of a stem should be less im-
portant for the carbon balance and treeline could be
expected to advance to comparatively higher altitudes
(lower isotherms) if its position in the temperate zone
were ``depressed'' by the carbon cost of a stem ± a trend
not detectable from available data.

Unfortunately dry matter allocation is extremely
poorly documented for trees in general and treeline trees
in particular, even though its signi®cance may exceed
that of leaf photosynthetic rates as a determinant of the
carbon balance (KoÈ rner 1991, 1994). This re¯ects the
human fascination with electronic machinery rather
than spades, but lacks any scienti®c rationale. The scarce
published information (see for instance Oswald 1963),
together with some new data collected recently (M.
Bernoulli and Ch. KoÈ rner, unpublished work), do not
suggest a pronounced shift of dry matter compartmen-
tation across the treeline ecotone (if any, there is an
increasing trend in leaf mass per total tree mass with
altitude). It is still unclear whether investments in ®ne
roots increase with altitude in trees as they do in forbs,
and exports to ectomycorrhiza and ®ne root turnover
are unknown (both have been suggested to be particu-
larly important for high-altitude forests; cf. Moser 1966;
Wardle 1971; Vogt et al. 1984). In their analysis Stevens
and Fox (1991) also emphasized the possibility of a root-
based explanation of treeline, but they suggest that
``central place foraging'' in large, single stemmed indi-
viduals in an increasingly patchy and climatically hostile
environment may cause a cost/bene®t problem.

A conclusive picture of the carbon relations of
treeline trees is not yet available. One way of solving this
problem may be modeling the annual and long-term
carbon balance, the greatest uncertainties of which are
the proportions of dead and live tissue, tissue-speci®c
respiration and the unknown below-ground sinks. As
will be illustrated starting from leaf gas exchange data is

a rather hopeless approach, because CO2 assimilation is
unlikely to be the bottleneck for growth at the treeline,
even though correlations may prove to have some pre-
dictive power (Scuderi et al. 1993). Currently available
data from growth analysis (Tranquillini 1979) do not
favour the carbon limitation hypothesis. While the bal-
ance between gains and losses may control distribution
boundaries of trees along light or aridity gradients
(Boysen-Jensen 1949) this does not seem to be the case at
the alpine treeline, but the experimental test (for instance
manipulating the carbon balance by in situ CO2

enrichment) has not yet been done. Tranquillini (1979,
p. 80) stated: ``...one can safely conclude that neither the
rapid decrease in tree height, nor the total elimination of
woody plants is primarily due to inadequate dry matter
production'' (sensu carbon balance).

Growth and development: a hypothesis
for treeline formation

A unifying theory for the alpine treeline must account
for discrepancies such as the two- to three-fold (!) dif-
ference in the daily doses of quantum ¯ux at treelines in
the central Alps or subtropical Andes compared to the
treeline in New Guinea, which is almost permanently
enveloped in clouds (KoÈ rner et al. 1983). It must further
account for variation in season length from 2.5 months
in arctic-alpine birch treelines to 12 months in equatorial
tropics, and for regions with heavy snow pack and none
at all. Under all these life conditions we ®nd treelines at
seasonal mean air temperatures between 5.5 and 7.5°C.
The thermal conditions at natural climatic treelines
clearly need further investigation, but the consistency
in available temperature data is too obvious to be
dismissed as a meaningless correlate.

On the basis of what has been discussed, I hypothe-
size that there is a minimum temperature that permits
su�cient production of new cells and the development
and di�erentiation of functional tissue of higher plants,
a limitation which is unrelated to the carbon balance. In
the following I will present some evidence in favour of
this growth limitation hypothesis, and show how it may
be linked to the tree life form. The concept of a lower
thermal threshold for tree growth in which carbon sinks
rather than carbon sources control production is only a
special case of a more general rule.

The reason why such growth limitations a�ect trees
®rst, and shrubs and forbs only at much higher eleva-
tions, has to do with life-form-speci®c e�ects on micro-
climate. Shoot apical meristems of trees cannot bene®t
from radiant canopy warming during the day or stored
warmth in the topsoil during the night, as subsoil leaf
meristems of many alpine graminoids and rosette forbs
or dwarf shrubs do (e.g. KoÈ rner and Cochrane 1983;
Grace and Norton 1990), but experience convective
cooling through tight atmospheric coupling (Grace
1988). Thereby tissue expansion may become blocked
periodically, and trees ``lose'' a substantial fraction of
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the season and most nights (even during otherwise warm
periods) for structural growth.

In addition, trees ± particularly when they form dense
canopies ± e�ciently prevent soil heat ¯ux and radiative
warming of their own rooting zone. The tree life form
has evolved as a means for light competition under
warm soil conditions, a point made earlier by Slatyer
and Noble (1992). Closed tree canopies at the treeline
create cold soils, which impair root activity (e.g. DaÈ niker
1923; Shanks 1956; Wardle 1968; Ballard 1972; Munn
et al. 1978; KoÈ rner et al. 1986; Holtmeier and Broll 1992;
Fig. 3), an aspect so far not seriously considered in
discussion of the treeline. In Montana (2300 m) for in-
stance, )50 cm soil temperatures were nearly 5 K lower
under forest compared to adjacent grassland during
summer (Munn et al. 1978). As a consequence, snow
cover is often extended under high altitude forests as
compared to adjacent treeless terrain (Alps, Tranquillini
1979, p. 55; Sierra Nevada of California, personal ob-
servations). In the central Alps the warmest-month
mean of )10 cm soil temperature under grassland 300 m
above the climatic treeline is between 13 and 14°C (un-
published data for 2 years; see also Gross 1989; KoÈ rner
et al. 1986). Soil warming under low vegetation is also a
likely reason why isolated trees can be found high above
treeline.

This hypothesis, if valid, also provides a simple ex-
planation for the abundance of non-structural carbo-
hydrates and lipids as well as the high concentrations of
leaf nitrogen in treeline trees and dwarf shrubs near
treeline, because of a lack of ``dilution by growth'' (e.g.
Tschager et al. 1982; KoÈ rner 1989), but this ®eld de®-
nitely needs more research. The hypothesis centers
around the assumption that the treeline is not caused by
carbon shortage, but is created by sink inhibition as a
result of low temperature. Dahl (1986) proposed that
ATP supply (mitochondrial respiration) is the critical
factor, but many other processes involved in tissue for-
mation (e.g. protein synthesis) may be limited by low
temperature. The fact that treelines occur at similar
seasonal mean temperatures with partial pressures of
CO2 (not the mixing ratio) varying from 94% of values

occurring at sea level in subarctic-alpine treelines to only
about 55% at the upper limit of tree growth in some
subtropical mountains (a drop only partially balanced
by enhanced di�usion; KoÈ rner et al. 1991) further un-
derlines that carbon supply is unlikely to be decisive.
Whole-tree CO2-enrichment experiments at treeline
would be an excellent way to test this rationale.

Evidence in support of the growth limitation hypothesis

I am not aware of any direct evidence for a threshold
temperature for the production and di�erentiation of a
critical mass of new cells in growing tree tissue. How-
ever, there is a bulk of information on growth responses
to temperature in treeline trees and their seedlings,
which stands in obvious contrast to any attempt to stress
carbon acquisition as an explanation for the abrupt
limitation of tree growth.

Tranquillini (1979) describes ten examples in which
altitudinal variations of tree growth were studied from
seedlings to mature trees in a number of di�erent tem-
perate mountain regions and both, in terms of short
term (daily) rates as well as in terms of cumulative
growth. In all cases dramatic reductions of growth rates
(factors of 2±4) were found at altitudes close to treeline,
often across gradients of only 200±300 m of altitude.
Neither does solar radiation signi®cantly change over
such gradients in the temperate zone, nor does the 1±2 K
temperature di�erence exert a signi®cant change of
photosynthesis, as is well documented in the relevant gas
exchange literature. The change in season length may be
2±3 weeks, nothing compared to the di�erences seen
along latitudinal gradients of treelines. In other words,
there exists a tremendous discrepancy between altitudi-
nal trends in growth and the potential for photosyn-
thetic gas exchange.

More recent evidence of low temperature limitation
of extension growth in treeline conifers was provided by
Loris (1981), Grace (1989) and James et al. (1994). Loris
monitored electronically the radial thickness of Pinus
cembra for 2 full years in the Alps. From his time
courses of ``radial cambial growth'' and temperature
during the growing season it appears that radial incre-
ments ceased whenever temperatures fell below c. 5°C, a
temperature permitting needles to assimilate at over
60% of the maximum for overcast and 25% of the
maximum of bright weather conditions (Pisek and
Winkler 1959). James et al. (1994) monitored shoot
height extension of P. sylvestris over two seasons at the
treeline in Scotland and found a low threshold meristem
temperature between 5 and 6°C in native trees, and be-
tween 6.5 and 7.5°C in potted seedlings. Early season
shoot extension growth is largely based on last season
reserves and not dependent on concurrent photosyn-
thesis. Summarizing results from seasonal stem growth
analysis in the same species at the polar treeline by other
authors, Grace (1989) expects no growth below 7°C. The
above evidence is in line with dendro-ecological analysis

Fig. 3 The altitudinal variation of soil temperatures under grassland
and closed forests of Nothofagus menziesii in mid summer in the
southern Alps of New Zealand. From KoÈ rner et al. (1986)
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which revealed close correlation between treering width
and temperature at high altitudes (e.g. Schweingruber
et al. 1979; Eckstein and Aniol 1981; Frenzel and Ma-
isch 1981; Turner and SchoÈ nenberger 1981).

Cold soils severely constrain growth and activity of
roots (cf. Tranquillini 1979 p. 37). Turner and Streule
(1983, cited in SchoÈ nenberger and Frey 1988) observed
roots at the treeline with root windows and found no
root growth at soil temperatures below 3±5°C, with 5%
of maximum rates only reached once soil temperatures
exceeded 6°C (Fig. 4). Bilan (1967) showed for Pinus
taeda the existence of root-growth threshold tempera-
tures at mixed temperature regimes between 10/1.7 and
10/4.4°C (i.e. 24-h means between 6 and 7°C). Low root
temperatures also a�ect shoot functioning: Havranek
(1972) found a linear correlation between daily means of
root zone temperature and in situ sums of daily photo-
synthesis in Pinus cembra between 0 and 7°C, but no
such dependency at higher temperatures. In situ root
zone temperatures in adult trees also exert immediate,
almost linear e�ects on stomatal conductance and pho-
tosynthesis (once a low threshold between 1 and 4°C is
exceeded) with no indication that this response is asso-
ciated with cold soil induced needle water de®cits
(Carter et al. 1988; Day et al 1989; KoÈ rner et al. 1995).
Scott et al. (1987a) found a linear correlation (r � 0.95)
between cumulative root zone temperature and shoot
elongation in subarctic Picea glauca experiencing at-
mospheric temperature and moisture conditions quite
favourable for photosynthesis, again indicating tight
control of shoot activity by a below ground signal.
Hellmers et al. (1970) were able to block growth in
potted P. engelmannii seedlings by exposing them to a
daytime temperatures of 15, 19, 23, 27 or 35°C but a
night temperature of only 3°C. At a 7°C night temper-
ature signi®cant growth (>10% of optimum) occurred

only when daytime temperatures were between 19 and
23°C; at colder or warmer daytime temperatures the 7°C
night treatment also reduced growth to negligible rates.
Betula seedlings from the arctic-alpine treeline show no
net growth or nutrient uptake at 5°C (Karlsson and
Nordell 1996).

Altogether these experiments document the signi®-
cance of a critical soil temperature under otherwise close
to optimum photosynthetic conditions during the day.
The existence of a critical temperature for tree growth
has been a self-evident assumption in most of the growth
analytical work at alpine treelines (e.g. Oswald 1963;
Higgins and Spomer 1976; Ott 1978). Intrigued by the
rapidity of the reduction of tree vigour near treeline
DaÈ niker (1923) was convinced that a minimal ``quantity
of warmth'' is required for what he called ``life activity''.
The most sensitive (critical) range of temperatures for
direct e�ects on growth and development appears to be
higher than 3 and lower than 10°C, perhaps in the 5.5±
7.5°C range most commonly associated with treeline
positions according to Fig. 2, but the physiological and
developmental mechanisms responsible await to be
clari®ed.

Suggestions for future research

This sink-oriented hypothesis of treeline formation
provides a much better explanation of the pronounced
e�ects of small changes in temperature seen in tree rings
of treeline trees (e.g. Mikola 1962; Schweingruber et al.
1988; Grace and Norton 1990). There is no gas-exchange
related basis to explain a doubling of ring width for a 2±
3 K warmer season (or 300±500 m lower altitude) even
taking account of some auto-correlation with sunshine
hours. Frost, wind, winter drought and snow e�ects, or
even ®re may modify local treeline positions, but can not
explain the overall global pattern. In order to test the
hypotheses and suggestions presented in this paper, four
®elds of research should receive particular attention in
the future:

1. A comparative assessment of tissue temperature,
shoot apical and root temperature in particular, in
the high elevation treeline ecotones of the world.

2. A quantitative assessment of the carbon supply status
of treeline trees by careful analysis of the seasonal
abundance of mobile reserves, as compared to trees
from lower elevations.

3. A conclusive test of the carbon balance hypothesis by
examining the e�ect of atmospheric CO2 enrichment.
Such a test would not only greatly contribute to an
understanding of the treeline phenomenon, but
would help substantiating ongoing discussions of the
possibility of treeline advances due to rising CO2

concentrations alone (e.g. LaMarche et al. 1984;
Innes 1991; Nicolussi et al. 1995).

4. A suite of manipulative experiments and ®eld obser-
vations related to tissue formation in the critical

Fig. 4 In situ temperature dependence of root growth in Pinus
cembra in the Swiss central Alps at 2200 m. From Turner and Streule
(1983, cited in SchoÈ nenberger and Frey 1988)
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range of temperatures (0±10°C), both above and be-
low the ground.

Attempting a mechanistic understanding, DaÈ niker
(1923) studied tissue formation, cell size and cell wall
properties by simple light microscopy, driven by the
awareness that what we would call developmental cell
biology has great explanatory potential for the alpine
treeline phenomenon as a low temperature boundary for
tissue growth per se. The cellular processes involved
open a wide ®eld of research in which molecular physi-
ology and plant ecology need to become partners. The
experimental and observational evidence available to-
day, 75 years after DaÈ niker's work, largely supports the
view of the treeline as a thermal boundary for develop-
mental, formative processes i.e. growth (see Dahl 1986).
Trees, with their raised canopy stretching shoot apices
into cold air and negatively a�ecting the temperature of
their roots, co-determine their distributional limit at
high altitudes by their inherent life form.
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